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Abstract— Recently backscatter communication with commod-
ity radios has received significant attention since specialized
hardware is no longer needed. The state-of-the-art BLE backscat-
ter system, FreeRider, realizes ultra-low-power BLE backscatter
communication entirely using commodity devices. It, however,
suffers from several key reliability issues, including unreliable
two-step modulation, productive-data dependency, and lack of
interference countermeasures. To address these problems, we pro-
pose RBLE, a robust BLE backscatter system that works with
an excitation BLE device and a single BLE receiver. First, it uses
BLE signals with partial single tones as excitations, making
single-bit modulation much more robust. Then it designs dynamic
channel configuration that enables channel hopping to avoid
interfered channels. Moreover, it presents BLE packet regenera-
tion that uses adaptive encoding to further enhance reliability for
various channel conditions. The prototype is implemented using
TI BLE radios, iPhones, Android phones, and customized tags
with FPGAs. Empirical results demonstrate that RBLE achieves
more than 17x uplink goodput gains over FreeRider under indoor
LoS, NLoS, and outdoor environments. We also show that RBLE
can realize uplink ranges of up to 25 m for indoors and 56 m
for outdoors.

Index Terms— Backscatter, battery-free communication,
Bluetooth.

I. INTRODUCTION

BACKSCATTER communication has attracted much atten-
tion for Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications because

it is able to harvest energy from RF sources and provide
connectivity to ultra-low-power sensors [1]–[14]. The most
popular backscatter communication is the RFID technology
that has been widely used in supply chains, asset tracking,
and inventory management. Nevertheless, the requirement of
specialized and expensive readers has long bedevilled this near
zero-power technology’s wider adoption. Therefore, a bunch of
new backscatter paradigms that work with commodity radios
have been proposed recently [15]–[23].

Thanks to widespread Bluetooth radios in our daily life,
e.g., smartphones, speakers, and headphones, Bluetooth based
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backscatter systems have received ever-increasing interest for
embedded electronics. FS-backscatter [1] can successfully
demodulate backscattered BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) sig-
nals, but requires hacking into a specific chip and thus is
not a general solution. Interscatter [24] novelly presents how
to backscatter BLE signals into Zigbee and WiFi but fails
to interface with Bluetooth receivers. BLE-backscatter [25]
introduces how to produce BLE backscatter signals using a
dedicated continuous wave (CW) generator. In short, none of
the above provides a backscatter solution that is completely
built by commercial Bluetooth radios. The most recent work,
FreeRider [26], for the first time realizes this goal with only
commodity BLE radios. It, however, suffers from several key
reliability issues.

1) Unreliable two-step modulation. To be compatible with
BLE signals, FreeRider employs two-step modulation.
It first shifts the exciting signal to the target channel,
e.g., 6 MHz frequency shift, and then uses an addi-
tional frequency shift, e.g., 500 kHz, to do codeword
translation. Detailed later in Section III, doing so would
inevitably introduce unreliability due to self-interference
or no solid signal in the target frequency. Hence, a new
modulation scheme that does not rely on codeword
translation is needed to fix this problem.

2) Productive-data dependency. Besides the unreliable
modulation, FreeRider has another serious issue that it
requires the data sequence of exciting signals to decode
the tag data, which means if the data sequence of the
original channel is corrupted, there is no way to success-
fully decode the tag data even when the backscatter data
sequence is error-free. Though working with productive
data is a nice property, such productive-data dependency
would significantly impact the BER of the tag data,
especially when quality of the original channel becomes
unstable due to mobility or occlusion.

3) Lack of interference countermeasures. None of the pre-
vious Bluetooth based backscatter systems has provided
proper countermeasures to interference. In fact, those
systems do not perform well in the presence of over-
lapping channel interference caused by other wireless
technologies, including WiFi, ZigBee, cordless phone,
microwave oven, which simultaneously work on the
crowded 2.4 GHz ISM band.

To address the above issues, we propose RBLE, a robust
BLE backscatter system that works with an excitation BLE
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Fig. 1. RBLE conceptual design. The RBLE tag modulates its sensor data on
BLE exciting signals and backscatters new BLE packets that any commodity
BLE device can decode.

device and a single BLE receiver. As shown in Figure 1, upon
receiving signals from excitation BLE devices, the RBLE tag
modulates sensor data onto them and backscatters new BLE
packets. The whole system involves only commodity BLE
devices and RBLE tags. To make BLE backscatter reliable,
RBLE makes the following technical contributions:

1) RBLE uses BLE signals with partial single tones as
excitations and finds the optimal modulation index,
enabling robust BLE packet regeneration bit-by-bit.

2) RBLE designs dynamic channel configuration that
allows RBLE tags to perform channel hopping to bypass
seriously interfered channels while none of the previous
BLE based backscatter systems has provided proper
countermeasures to overlapping channel interference.

3) RBLE presents BLE packet regeneration that uses
adaptive encoding to further enhance backscatter reli-
ability for challenging situations, e.g., low SNRs.
The introduced adaptive encoding for BLE backscatter
significantly reduces BERs.

We prototype RBLE using TI CC2540 radios and
customized tags implemented by FPGAs. Through extensive
empirical evaluation, our main results are summarized as
follows.

1) Compared to FreeRider, RBLE achieves more than 17.3x
and up to 78.8x goodput gains in LoS cases, and
achieves more than 17.1x and up to 66.x goodput gains
in NLoS scenarios.

2) The maximum goodput RBLE can achieve is 16.6 kbps,
which is 95% of the theoretical capacity for a single
excitation commodity BLE radio. Also, the maximum
uplink ranges of RBLE are 25 m for indoors and 56 m
for outdoors.

3) By the help of dynamic channel configuration, RBLE
with channel hopping achieves 1.92x goodput gain over
the one without such help in the presence of strong WiFi
interference.

4) Our adaptive encoding can significantly reduce
BERs. When the uplink distance is 5 m, the BER can
be reduced from 0.56% using M1 encoding to 0.1%
using M8, and when the uplink distance increases to
20 m, the BER drops from 9.2% using M1 to 0.45%
using M8.

5) We also implement RBLE with only off-the-shelf
phones, including iPhones and Android phones. The
experiments show that RBLE is able to work with both
data and advertise packets from smartphones as carriers,

Fig. 2. RBLE framework. After the RBLE tag detects exciting signals,
commands are parsed using packet length demodulation. Then it drives
dynamic channel configuration module together with tag data to regenerate
corresponding BLE signals using direct frequency modulation.

and the maximal uplink range is 16 m for an iPhone as
the receiver.

II. BLE PRIMER

BLE is a massive overhaul of the previous Bluetooth
specifications by providing significantly power saving for
peripheral devices that do not require high data rates but
the lengthened battery life, such as healthcare and fitness
applications. It achieves huge market success and thus most
operating systems including iOS, Android, as well as macOS,
Linux, Windows 8 and 10, natively support BLE [27]–[30].
BLE operates at 2.4 GHz, the unlicensed ISM band and
has 1 Mbps raw data rate. It has 40 pre-defined channels
ranging from 2400 to 2483.5 MHz, each of which is 2 MHz
wide. To build connections and transmit data, the specification
defines two kinds of packets: advertising and data packets.
BLE devices send advertising packets to broadcast data and
to allow other devices to find and connect to them. The BLE
device advertises on three channels, channel 37 (2402 MHz),
channel 38 (2426 MHz), and channel 39 (2480 MHz).

III. RBLE DESIGN

A. Overview

Figure 2 shows the framework of RBLE. A BLE device
generates exciting BLE signals to control RBLE tags. Upon
BLE signals detected, the RBLE tag parses commands includ-
ing hopping sequence, channel dwelling time, encoding coef-
ficient, etc. Those core command parameters drive a state
machine to dynamically configure channels. Those channel
parameters together with tag data are used for BLE packet
regeneration to produce raw binary bits, and to decide how to
modulate the exciting BLE signals.

B. Modulation Using Direct Frequency Shift

The core of RBLE is how to modulate an exciting BLE
signal into another BLE signal. Although we share the same
motivation as the seminal work, FreeRider, our solutions are
quite different. Before the discussion of how well FreeRider
performs, let us briefly review how original BLE signals
modulate. As shown in Figure 3(a), in a channel of 2 MHz,
the symbol 1 is represented by a position frequency deviation
fd, 250 kHz, and the symbol 0 is represented by a negative
frequency deviation of the same amount, following Gaussian
frequency shift keying (GFSK). According to BLE specifi-
cations, there are two mandatory tests to make sure that first,
such deviations should be within 225 kHz and 275 kHz, which
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Fig. 3. The BLE specifications require a symbol 0 to be encoded as a negative frequency deviation around 250 kHz and a symbol 1 as a positive 250 kHz
deviation, shown in (a). When FreeRider does codeword translation, it makes two cases. Case one that choosing frequency shift as 500 kHz to translate 0 to
1 as in (b) brings self-interference caused by the unwanted copy at −750 kHz. Case two is to move this unwanted copy outside the channel by performing
frequency shift more than 750 kHz as in (c), leaving no solid signal at 250 kHz. Both cases lead to unreliable modulation for FreeRider.

is 50 kHz wide, and second, at least 99.9% of all deviations
must be greater than fl, 185 kHz.

In order to make backscattered signals still BLE legiti-
mate, FreeRider novelly proposes codeword translation, which
translates one codeword to another. Note that this codeword
translation happens after a frequency shift that moves the
exciting signal from the original channel to the target chan-
nel. So we call it two-step modulation. While this proposal
works really well with phase modulation for WiFi signals,
some unexpected issues arise with GFSK modulation. As
in GFSK, there are only two codewords, 0 and 1, which
means codeword translation has to encode information by
changing 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. In particular, such requirement
of GFSK based codeword translation leaves FreeRider only
two choices, which is a dilemma. The first choice is shown
in Figure 3(b), where the original symbol is 0 and FreeRider
wants to make it 1. So it directly performs a frequency shift,
Δf = 500 kHz, then the shifted symbol becomes 1. However,
this operation inevitably produces another unwanted copy at
−250−500 = 750 kHz, which is still within the BLE channel,
creating self-interference. As said in FreeRider [26], single
side-band cancellation solutions do not apply here because
codeword translation is not aware of the original symbol
and thus does not have any idea that which side should be
cancelled. Hence, the other choice left for FreeRider is to move
this unwanted copy out of the channel, then built-in filters on
the BLE receiver would ignore it, as depicted in Figure 3(c).
So for the same purpose translating 0 to 1, Δf has to be more
than 750 kHz. In this case, it indeed moves the unwanted copy
signal out of the channel but leaves no solid signal at 250 kHz
deviation, where the BLE receiver looks for. In other words,
case 2 makes translated codeword susceptible to noise. From
the above, we can see that both choices result in unreliable
modulation for FreeRider.

We empirically test FreeRider for various Δf and find
that for single-bit modulation, BERs are all above 30% when
Δf is between 500 kHz and 1 MHz, which presents huge
challenges for practical applications. By investigating this
problem in depth, our direct frequency-shift works as follows.
First, we make the single tone part of a BLE signal as the
modulation carrier. Inspired by Interscatter [24], by properly
performing reversely-whitening techniques, the payload of the
BLE signal can be made all ones or zeros, which are single
tones. Next, we directly apply frequency shifts to modulate
0 or 1 in the target channel.

Fig. 4. Direct frequency shift modulation example. To modulate a symbol
0 to target channel 3, we only need to shift a frequency of 8 MHz on the zeros
single tone of the exciting signal on channel 37. A frequency shift of 8.5 MHz
is for the symbol 1.

As shown in Figure 4, suppose we have all zeros single
tone in advertising channel 37, and our target channel is data
channel 3. If we need to modulate a symbol 0, a frequency
shift of 8 MHz, Δf1, would be chosen to modulate. Similarly,
a frequency shift of 8.5 MHz, Δf2, would be able to modulate
a symbol 1. While such a design is simple, it is efficient
and easy to implement. Also, it removes the productive-data
dependency brought by FreeRider and requires only a sin-
gle BLE receiver to decode. Moreover, while the Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) result of FreeRider packets is
always erroneous, ours can be made right, which is important
when the receiver is a smart device supporting BLE because
many application software cannot display CRC-error packets
[31]–[33]. In addition, for the unwanted copy of our frequency
shift, though it would never fall into our target channel, we can
still either apply single side-band cancellation techniques [24],
[34] or just rely on the filters on the BLE receiver to take care
of it, reducing unnecessary interference for other channels.

C. Dynamic Channel Configuration

Most existing backscatter systems [24], [26], [34] are all
static, which means targeting at a single channel. Mean-
while, those systems are working on the same 2.4 GHz ISM
band, which is quite crowded and thus full of interference.
So, we intend to design a dynamic channel configuration
scheme to enable channel hopping for RBLE and to reduce
interference impact. To do so, first, we need a configurable
clock generator that produces two different clocks for our
modulation. Hence, we design a Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
based clock generator as shown in Figure 5. A phase locked
loop is a negative feedback control circuit that utilizes the
voltage generated by phase synchronization to tune the voltage
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Fig. 5. Configurable clock generator providing two clocks for modulation.

controlled oscillator to produce a target frequency. The clock
generator circuit mainly consists of a voltage-controlled oscil-
lator (VCO), a phase frequency detector (PFD), a charge
pump (CP), a loop filter (LP) and a lock monitor. The heart
of clock generator is the VCO. The VCO outputs a signal,
part of which is divided by the input frequency to generate
clock1 and clock2. The other part (CLKFB) is phase-compared
with the reference signal in PFD to realize feedback; therefore
the VCO can output a stable clock signal. O1, O2, M, and
D are programmable frequency dividers with configuration
registers which adapt the VCO to our clock generator. By
configuring these registers, clock generator can generate the
required frequencies. The VCO frequency can be determined
by:

FV CO = FCLKIN(
M

D
) (1)

FV COMIN ≤ FV CO ≤ FV COMAX (2)

Frequency of two frequency modulation (FM) clocks can
be calculated using this formula:

FFM = FCLKIN(
M

D · O ) (3)

where FV COMIN and FV COMAX represent the controllable
frequency range of the VCO, and FCLKIN is the frequency
of CLKIN. The M, D, O1, and O2 values come from con-
figuration registers of programmable frequency dividers. The
values of M , D must be chosen appropriately to keep the
VCO within its frequency range. Based on two generated
clocks, we can feed them into the modulation module that
uses different clocks to control the RF switch accordingly.

To enable channel hopping, we need multiple sets of differ-
ent clocks. One way is to generate multiple sets of clocks at the
same time, and select one set for output at a time. Nevertheless,
it inevitably boosts power consumptions if too many clocks
are involved. For example, there are 40 channels for BLE,
which requires 80 clocks for hopping across them. To get
around of this, we design a dynamic reconfiguration technique
to produce required two clocks for each hopping. Thanks
to our previous configurable clock generator design, essen-
tially dynamic reconfiguration only needs to vary the voltage
level of VCO and reconfigures the registers of programmable
frequency dividers. Specifically, dynamic reconfiguration is
to dynamically change values of M, D, O1, and O2 in our
configurable clock generator.

Our dynamic reconfiguration is performed through a recon-
figuration port which provides access to the configuration bits
stored in configuration registers. We design a state machine
to drive the reconfiguration port. The state machine is used
to generate control and data signals for the reconfiguration

Fig. 6. Channel hopping happens from user logic that parses hopping
commands from exciting signals and then tells a state machine where to hop.
Upon receiving this command, the state machine controls the reconfigurable
clock generator through a set of ports, including Point, Read, Write, Locked,
and Reset. After the generator state is locked, it produces two different clocks
for the target channel.

port using pre-computed values stored in ROM. This state
machine ensures the configuration registers in clock gener-
ator are controlled and reconfigured in the correct sequence.
Specifically, after the state machine receives the hopping signal
from user logic, it first points to the configuration register
of the clock generator through the reconfiguration port and
then reads the previously configured parameters of the output
frequency. Next, it masks the range of bits that need to be
changed in configuration registers and chooses the appropriate
ROM address according to the reconfiguration state. After
that, it writes the updated values of M, D, O1, and O2 to
configuration registers. Finally, it waits for the locked signal
from the clock generator which indicates the completion of
this reconfiguration event. When the frequencies of two clocks
are changed, the state machine becomes ready again for the
next reconfiguration. The configuration parameters including
the addresses, masks, and new configuration values, are stored
in a pre-initialized ROM. Figure 6 shows the block diagram
of our channel hopping process. The state machine provides
multiple reconfiguration states for user logic. The first set is
the default state. Other sets correspond to user-configuration
loaded into the configuration registers. Each state has a set of
pre-computed values of M, D, O1, and O2. The user logic is
generated by parsing commands from exciting signals, e.g.,
hopping sequence.

D. Packet Regeneration

After we have direct frequency shift modulation and channel
hopping support, it comes to BLE packet regeneration. Sup-
pose that we already have an exciting advertising packet where
the Adv payload is single tone using reversely-whitening
techniques [24]. To backscatter a legit packet with tag data,
we have two options. First, we backscatter it to another
advertising packet in a different advertising channel. In this
case, we only need to modulate the tag data onto the Adv
Payload field and keep all the fields before it unchanged.
The second case is we can backscatter the exciting packet into
a data packet. To do so, we need to fabricate the Preamble,
Access Address, and Header for the regenerated data packet,
and modulate tag data in the Data Payload field. By enabling
regenerating both advertising and data packets, RBLE can hop
freely and communicate across all 3 advertising channels and
37 data channels. To enable modulating on the single tone
part of the signal, we need to find the starting position of
the Adv Payload. Particularly, we employ an RF signal power
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Fig. 7. Adjustment of modulation index. We empirically test RBLE for
various modulation indexes and found that when the modulation index is set
to 1, the system has the lowest BER.

detector and a voltage comparator. There are lots of off-the-
shelf solutions. For example, AD8313 can convert an RF
signal to an equivalent DC voltage with high accuracy, and has
40ns signal response time, which fits BLE applications. After
the detector discovers a BLE signal, we can have a positive
edge generated by the following voltage comparator. Then it
skips 104 μs, which is the length of the preamble, access
address, header, and adv address. Our modulation starts right
after this at the rate of 1 μs per bit. Although our modulation is
quite robust as a single-bit solution, it could become relatively
unstable when the channel condition changes fast. To tackle
this, we borrow the idea in the C1G2 standard [35]–[37]
that uses Miller encoding to achieve tradeoff between channel
conditions and data rates. Specifically, RBLE enables 3 other
different encoding coefficients: 2, 4, 8, which correspond to
2 μs, 4 μs, 8 μs encoding rates. This way, the tag can adapt
different encodings based on channel qualities.

E. Downlink Communication

Control communication is required between the tag and the
receiver because the tag and receiver need to be synchro-
nized. The BLE receiver performs channel hopping according
to the channel quality. Before the receiver hops to a new
receiving channel, it needs to send channel parameters to the
transmitter. The transmitter forwards these parameters to the
tag through downlink communication and then continuously
transmits exciting signals for backscatter until it receives
the new parameters from the receiver again. Note that most
complexities, e.g., when to hop channels, what kind of encod-
ing should be used, lie at the excitation and receiver BLE
devices, the RBLE tag just follows orders from standard BLE
devices, similar to the RFID tag design. Upon BLE signals
detected, the RBLE tag parses commands including hopping
sequence, channel dwelling time, encoding coefficient, etc.
Those core command parameters drive a state machine to
dynamically configure channels and choose the encoding
coefficient for BLE packet regeneration. For downlink com-
munication mainly responsible for disseminating parameters,
we adopt Packet Length Modulation (PLM) that is widely used
by other state-of-the-art systems [12], [26], [38]. For better
efficiency and confusion avoidance, the predefined sequence
using PLM is used to trigger the command parsing process.

F. Modulation Index of RBLE

RBLE tag regenerates BLE packets using direct frequency
shift modulation. Direct frequency shift is essentially a
binary frequency shift keying (BFSK) modulation adapted

Fig. 8. Direct frequency shift modulation example with a modulation index
of 1. In this case, we set the parameter like this: |Δf2−Δf1|/2 = 500 kHz;
|Δf2 + Δf1|/2 = |fc2 − fc1|.

to backscatter. BFSK uses a pair of discrete frequencies to
transmit binary (0s and 1s) information [39].

The modulation index of commodity BLE is 0.5. The mod-
ulation index indicates by how much the modulated variable
varies around its unmodulated level. The modulation index
(M) is given by:

M = 2 · fd/R (4)

where R is the symbol rate of BLE signal which is 1 Mbps. fd

is frequency deviation. 0.5 is the smallest BFSK modulation
index that can be chosen such that the waveforms for symbol
0 and symbol 1 are orthogonal. To regenerate a valid BLE
signal, we first set the parameter like this when performing
direct frequency shift modulation:

fd = |Δf2 − Δf1|/2 = 250kHz (5)

|Δf2 + Δf1|/2 = |fc2 − fc1| (6)

That is, the RBLE modulation index is set to 0.5, which is
the same as commodity BLE transmitters. However, through
experiments, we find that when the modulation index is 0.5, the
modulation performance is poor. This is due to the fact that the
GFSK modulation of commodity BLE is more complex than
the modulation scheme of RBLE tag. GFSK supports a modu-
lation index of 0.5, which is not the optimal modulation index
for RBLE’s BFSK modulation. So we need to find the most
suitable modulation index for RBLE. We can easily adjust
the modulation index of RBLE by changing Δf1 and Δf2

used in direct frequency shift. Since frequency deviation must
be less than 1 MHz (Channel bandwidth of BLE is 2MHz),
the modulation index should be in the range of 0.5 to 2. We
empirically test RBLE for various modulation indexes and
found that when the modulation index is set to 1, the lowest
BER can be obtained at the receiver, as shown in Figure 7. The
selected modulation index (1) ensures a sufficiently reliable
modulation performance. In summary, we set the parameter
like this when performing direct frequency shift modulation:

fd = |Δf2 − Δf1|/2 = 500kHz (7)

|Δf2 + Δf1|/2 = |fc2 − fc1| (8)

The bandwidth of the frequency modulated signal is related
to the modulation index. The approximate bandwidth of a
frequency modulated signal can be estimated by Carson’s
bandwidth rule:

BW = (M + 1) ∗ 1/Ts (9)

where Ts is the symbol duration of BLE (1 μs). M is the
modulation index. Setting the modulation index to 1 achieves
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Fig. 9. The photos of TI CC2540 BLE transceivers and RBLE tag prototype.

the lowest BER for BLE backscatter, but the bandwidth of the
backscatter signal is increased accordingly. It is worth noting
that this does not affect the reception of the backscatter signal
by the BLE receiver because the backscatter signal is still
within the receiving channel with a bandwidth of 2 MHz.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We build a prototype of RBLE using off-the-shelf BLE
radios and customized backscatter tags. The implementation
is detailed as follows.

BLE Transceiver: We use TI CC2540 radios for both the
excitation device and the receiver as shown in Figure 9(a).
It transmits at 1 Mbps raw data rate and supports trans-
mission power at 0 dBm and 4 dBm. The frequency devi-
ation is 250 kHz and the modulation index is 0.5. The
reversely-whitened sequence for each channel is computed
offline.

RBLE Tag: Our RBLE tag prototype shown in Figure 9(b)
has two antennas, one for receiving and the other for
backscatter. We use the AD8313 envelope detector connected
to the receiving antenna. Its detection delay is measured
around 0.4 μs, which is negligible for BLE applications. The
backscatter antenna is connected to an ADG902 RF switch
and baseband processing is implemented using an XILINX
Artix-7. The modulation index is set to 1.

Low-Power Tag Design: The biggest challenge for
low-power tag design is the oscillator. Our solution is to
employ the ring oscillator from [1], [24] that can generate
a 35 MHz clock at the power consumption of 28 μW . We
simulated the RBLE tag design using TSMC 65 nm technology
and the overall power consumption is around 37 μW . 23 μW
is consumed by the 30 MHz clock and 11 μW is needed for
the RF switch. All the rest goes to running the control logic
and modulation.

Experiment Setup: Our experiments are conducted in indoor
environments with line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight deploy-
ments. The downlink (transmitter-to-tag) distance is 0.3 m. For
line-of-sight deployment, we move the receiver along a straight
line to increase the uplink (tag-to-receiver) distance. For
non-line-of-sight deployment, we place both the transmitter
and tag in the room, then move the receiver in the corridor.

Metric: One of the most performance metrics is the uplink
goodput. There are two types of goodput. One is total goodput,
which counts all the bits the tag modulates on the single-
tone. The other is the payload goodput, which only counts tag
data bits transmitted. Note that there is no difference between
these two goodput types for adv target channels, because the

backscattered adv packet is of the same length as the original
exciting packet. But for data target channels, the total goodput
is always higher than payload goodput. Unless otherwise
specified, we refer payload goodput as goodput in the rest
of this paper. Although the random delay of the link layer
for advertising events is unknown, we empirically confirm
that the maximum advertising packet rate is stable around
70 packets/s. Therefore, the goodput capacity using a single
excitation device is about 17.4 kbps.

Competition: We mainly compare our system with
FreeRider because it is so far the only backscatter system that
works entirely with commodity BLE radios. Our FreeRider
implementation is based on the Github codes published by
the original author [40]. We set the FreeRider encoding length
as 16-symbol for two reasons. The published data [40] uses
this setting and for shorter encoding lengths, BERs surge
significantly according to our experiments.

V. EVALUATION

A. Line-of-Sight Deployment

Figure 10 shows the RBLE performance with increasing
uplink distances in LoS deployment. The maximum goodput
RBLE can achieve is 16.6 kbps. Given that the goodput
capacity is 17.4 kbps, our system reaches up to 95% of the
theoretical capacity. When the uplink range increases, RBLE
is still able to achieve more than 10 kbps rates within 15 m.
In addition, backscattered packets of RBLE can be decoded
as far as 25 m. Such goodput and coverage are sufficient for
many IoT applications.

More importantly, RBLE achieves significant goodput gains
over FreeRider for all cases. In particular, RBLE achieves
goodput of 15.4 kpbs at the distance of 3m and goodput
of 11.8 kbps at 15 m away, which are 17.3x and 40.2x better
than counterparts of FreeRider. An interesting observation is
that while RSSI gaps are not that obvious for RBLE and
FreeRider shown in Figure 10(c), the BER gaps are distinct as
in Figure 10(b). This is mainly because our direct frequency
shift modulation is much more robust than codeword trans-
lation that either causes self-interference or leaves no solid
signal at the desired frequency. In other words, our single-bit
modulation can achieve much lower BERs than 16-symbol(bit)
modulation of FreeRider. We note that the two-step modulation
of FreeRider does not cause a significant impact on the power
of the backscattered signal. Compared to RBLE, we did not
add an analog mixer when replicating FreeRider. We use the
FPGA to complete a digital mixing of the clock for codeword
translation and the clock for frequency shifting to the target
backscatter channel. The intermediate frequency (IF) signal
output from the GPIO port of FPGA will be mixed with the
exciting signal in the RF switch.

B. Non-Line-of-Sight Deployment

We also investigate the performance of RBLE in the non-
line-of-sight scenarios. The exciting signal power is set at
4 dBm and both the transmitter and tag stay in the room while
the receiver moves in the corridor. As shown in Figure 11(a),
RBLE is still capable of decoding backscattered signals at the
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Fig. 10. Backscatter goodput, BER, and RSSI across uplink distances in the line-of-sight deployment (downlink distance is 0.3 m).

Fig. 11. Backscatter goodput, BER, and RSSI across uplink distances in the non-line-of-sight deployment (downlink distance is 0.3 m).

uplink distance of 14 m. Similar to LoS cases, the maximum
achieved goodput is 16.4 kbps at a distance of 2 m. At
further distances, RBLE still achieves more than 10 kpbs
within 10 m, which confirms that our RBLE is able to deliver
decent BLE transmissions for short-range IoT applications,
like headphone, smartwatch, and other personal electronics.
Figure 11(b) shows that RBLE achieves low BERs even in
NLoS cases, and the RSSI degrades to −90 dBm at 14 m
so backscatter communication stops as well. This is because
when the uplink distance increases more than 14 m, the signal
has to penetrate more walls. In consequence, the backscattered
signal becomes too weak to decode the packet preamble.

C. Impact of BLE Transmission Power

Next, we evaluate the performance of RBLE when the
exciting BLE signals are transmitted at 0dBm and 4dBm.
Figure 10(a) shows the goodput results and RBLE again
outweighs FreeRider significantly. When the distance is less
than 7 m, RBLE’s BERs are basically below 1% for both
power levels. In contrast, FreeRider’s BERs are always above
7% even if it uses 16-symbol encoding, which confirms the
superiority of direct frequency shift modulation over two-step
modulation of FreeRider. Regarding RSSIs in Figure 10(b),
we can see that stronger transmission power brings longer
uplink ranges. When the transmission power is 0 dBm,
the backscattered packets can be received within 21m, and
when the power increases to 4 dBm, the uplink distance
reaches 25 m. There is no obvious gap between RBLE and
FreeRider.

D. Impact of Channel Hopping
Then, we conduct a set of comparisons to examine the

impact of channel hopping in the presence of WiFi interfer-
ence. We let the interfering WiFi source work at 2412 MHz
of 20 MHz wide. The center frequency of the target BLE data

channel is 2414 MHz (data channel 5) where this BLE channel
is completely within the range of the interfering WiFi channel.
Exciting signals are transmitted on adv channel 38. The
downlink distance is 0.3 m and the uplink distance is 5 m. We
compare performance for two cases, without channel hopping
and with channel hopping where the RBLE tag hops across a
number of channels set by the exciting BLE signals. We refer
to the channel hopping mechanism of active BLE and pre-set
a channel hopping sequence on the receiving end. The receiver
and tag perform channel hopping according to this sequence.
The pre-set channel hopping sequence can not ensure that the
tag will jump directly out of the interfered channels, but the
tag will perform channel hopping across about 80 MHz. After
the channel hopping is activated, the communication time on
the interfered channels covered by the interference source will
be significantly reduced. In the experiment, we set the receiver
to calculate the BER every 10 seconds. If the BER exceeds
a pre-set threshold, the receiver will hop to a new receiving
channel. Before the hopping, it sends parameters (including
the index of the new channel) to the transmitter, which
forwards these parameters to the RBLE tag through downlink
communication. Since we use one packet to modulate one bit,
the downlink data rate is about 50 bps.

Figure 12(a) shows the goodput comparison for those two
cases with different WiFi transmission rates. The interfering
WiFi source is 1 m away from the BLE receiver. We observe
that as the interfering level increases, the goodput of RLE
without channel hopping degrades much more than that of
RLE with channel hopping. For instance, when the WiFi
packet rate increases from 200 to 2000, the goodput without
channel hopping drops 6.9 kpbs, from 13.7 kpbs to 6.8 kbps,
whereas the goodput with channel hopping only degrades
2.3 kpbs, from 15.3 kbps to 13 kpbs. In other words, RBLE
with channel hopping achieves 1.92x goodput gain over the
one without channel hopping in the presence of strong WiFi
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Fig. 12. Impact of channel hopping on interfering WiFi sources with different
WiFi packet rates and different interfering distances.

interference. Undoubtedly, such gains are brought by our
dynamic channel configuration that enables channel hopping
as soon as the BLE receiver discovers there are interfering
sources and notifies RBLE tags. Figure 12(b) compares two
cases against different interference source distances where the
WiFi packet rate is fixed at 2000 packets/s. The results confirm
that significant performance gaps exist between RBLE with
channel hopping and the one without such. As the interference
distance becomes further away, RBLE tends to get closer to
the theoretical capacity goodput, 17.4 kpbs. When the WiFi
interference source is 20 m away, it basically does not affect
our backscatter transmission.

E. Impact of Adaptive Encoding

In order to examine the impact of adaptive encoding on
backscatter transmission, we conduct two sets of experiments.
Results in Figure 13 demonstrate that with the help of adaptive
encoding, BERs can be greatly reduced across a range of
different uplink distances. For example, the first group of
experiments shown in Figure 13(a) is to examine the effect of
adaptive encoding on BER for different uplink ranges. When
the uplink distance is 5 m, the BER can be reduced from
0.56% using M1 to 0.1% using M8. Also, when the uplink
distance increases to 20 m, the BER drops from 9.2% using
M1 to 0.45% using M8. The same observation can be made in
the second group of tests shown in Figure 13(b). To keep the
BER at a predefined level, increasing the encoding coefficient
can enlarge uplink ranges accordingly.

F. Goodput of Adv and Data Channels

We examine the goodput of our regenerated adv and
data packets. We compare the frequency modulation perfor-
mance (BER) and goodput of five different target channels,
which are adv channel 37, data channel 5, data channel 21,
data channel 25 and adv channel 39. We set RBLE to hop
across these channels. Figure 14(a) shows the performance
results of five channels. While the five channels use different
frequency shifts, the bit error rates are all less than 1%. Fig-
ure 14(b) shows the backscatter goodput of the five channels.
We can see that the goodput of data channels is less than that of
adv channels. The main reason is that we reuse the preamble,
access address, and header of the excitation packet while
regenerating advertising packets. In particular, a regenerated
adv packet has the payload of 31 bytes while a regenerated
data packet has only 21 bytes for the data payload. The same

Fig. 13. Impact of adaptive encoding on backscatter transmission. Fig-
ure 13(a) shows the impact of adaptive encoding on BER for different uplink
distances. Figure 13(b) shows to keep the BER at a predefined level, increasing
the encoding coefficient can enlarge uplink ranges.

observation can be made from Figure 14(c) as well where we
examine goodput differences between Adv and Data channels
under different excitation packet rates. We can see that the
goodput varies almost linearly with the excitation packet rate.

G. Link Budget

Borrowing the theoretical model for bistatic radar [25], [41],
we can estimate RSSIs given link parameters. The received
power at the BLE receiver is estimated as PR = PtGtΔσGrλ2

(4π)3D2
1D2

2
,

where D1 is the downlink distance. D2 is the uplink distance.
Pt and Gt are the CW source output power and gain of
the transmitter’s antenna, respectively. Gr is the gain of the
receiver’s antenna. λ is the carrier-frequency wavelength. Δσ
is the differential radar cross-section (RCS) [42] given by
Δσ = λ2

4π G2
N |Γ∗

1 − Γ∗
2|2, where GN is the antenna gain of

the tag and Γ∗ is the conjugate match reflection coefficient
Γ∗ = Z∗

a−ZL

Za+ZL
for a resonant antenna impedance Za and the

complex load impedance ZL. ZL1 and ZL2 are measured at
the frequency of the exciting signal (2426 MHz in our case),
representing impedance of the ADG 902 switch in both on
and off states. Values for ZL1, ZL2, and Za are measured
as 7 − j 52 Ω, 12 + j 9 Ω, and 50 + j 0 Ω respectively.
The estimated RSSI at a variety of uplink distances D2

is displayed in Figure 15(a). The downward trend of the
estimated and measured RSSI is roughly similar. We can also
roughly estimate the throughput through simulation, given the
backscatter signal strength and the environmental noise floor
(−85 dBm). We assume the modulation scheme of the tag
is standard BFSK modulation and the demodulation method
of the BLE receiver is standard BFSK demodulation. We also
assume that the propagation channel is additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel. The estimated throughput at a variety
of uplink distances D2 is displayed in Figure 15(b). The
physical layer data rate of BLE is 1 Mbps. SNR decreases
as the uplink distance increases. As BER gradually increases,
throughput gradually decreases.

H. Phone-to-Phone Verification

To verify that RBLE is compatible with commodity smart
devices with BLE radio, we conduct a phone-to-phone experi-
ment. We use a Huawei P30 and an iPhone 8 Plus as excitation
device and receiver respectively. We place the excitation
phone at a distance of 0.3 m from the tag. The distance
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Fig. 14. BER and goodput for five different target channels. Figure 14(c) shows goodput differences between Adv and Data channels under different excitation
packet rates.

Fig. 15. Estimated RSSI and throughput at a variety of uplink distances.

between the receiver (iPhone) and the tag is 2 m. We perform
reversely-whitening techniques [24] so that the payload of the
BLE advertising packet form excitation phone can be made all
ones or zeros, which are single tones. The target channel of
RBLE tag is advertising channel 38. RBLE tag needs to regen-
erate a complete BLE packet, including the CRC field. Only
when the CRC check result is correct, the smartphone will
display the information of the received packet. Figure 16(a)
shows the regenerated BLE packets received by an unmodified
iPhone with the “BLE Scanner” software. Using BLE adver-
tising packets as excitation, we can only get a single tone no
more than 31 bytes. Thus, the length of the whole regenerated
packet is no more than 31 bytes, the payload for modulating
tag information is less than 21 bytes. RBLE can also be
extended to work with BLE data packets. The data packet has
a payload of up to 255 bytes. We reversely-whiten BLE data
packets using the seed of a specific data channel so that the
payload part of the data packet can be used as a longer single-
tone to regenerate a BLE packet carrying more information.
As shown in Figure 16(b), the name “IOT_USTC” is included
in the payload of the regenerated BLE packet while using BLE
data packets as excitation.

I. Co-Existence With Ambient BLE Transmission

In addition, we investigate the co-existence of our backscat-
ter system with ambient BLE devices. In this experiment,
we deploy our backscatter system 1 m away from an ambient
BLE transmitter, which transmits advertising packets on adv
channel 37 at 40 packets/s. Our backscatter system’s excitation
sources are advertising packets on adv channel 38. Our RBLE
tag backscatters the excitation signal onto adv channel 37.
We temporarily stop channel hopping to fully investigate the
interaction between the backscatter and ambient BLE signals
on the same channel.

Backscatter’s Impact on Ambient BLE: Figure 17(a) shows
the ambient BLE goodput when our backscatter is present

Fig. 16. Generated BLE packets received by an unmodified iPhone. Using
BLE advertising packets as excitation, “Tag” can be included in the payload
of the regenerated BLE packet. Using longer BLE data packets as excitation,
“IOT_USTC” can be included in the payload of the regenerated BLE packet.

and absent. When we turn on the backscatter transmission,
the median BLE goodput is 9.3 kbps. When we turn off
the backscatter transmission, the median BLE goodput is
9.5 kbps. Backscatter causes a very slight drop in ambient
BLE’s goodput, indicating the backscatter communication has
no severe interference to the ambient BLE transmission. There
are several reasons. First, the backscattered signal strength
is usually below −55 dBm, much lower than the signal
strength of the ambient BLE transmission. Moreover, our
system enables backscatter communication during advertising
events, which reduces the time of channel occupancy for
backscatter transmissions. In addition, the advertising events
have already been perturbed by the random delay, which
somehow coordinates the advertising events of different BLE
devices. In short, our system does not severely impact ambient
BLE devices.

Ambient BLE’s Impact on Backscatter: Figure 17(b) shows
the backscatter goodput when ambient BLE transmission is
present and absent. When we turn off the ambient BLE
devices, the median backscatter goodput is 16.4 kbps. When
the ambient BLE is turned on, the median backscatter good-
put decreases to 16.2 kbps. The ambient BLE’s impact on
backscatter is slight due to the short channel occupancy time
of the backscatter transmission.

We also evaluate the impact of backscatter communication
when the backscatter signal is transmitted on a data channel.
We deploy our backscatter system 1 m away from two ambient
BLE devices which communicate on data channels after estab-
lishing a connection. Our RBLE tag backscatters the exciting
signal onto data channel 21. As shown in Figure 18 the impact
of BLE and backscatter goodput on each other when sharing
a data channel is small, even smaller than the impact when
sharing an advertising channel. We believe that this is because
the time for backscatter and active BLE transmissions to
share a data channel is extremely short. After two active BLE
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Fig. 17. Impact of BLE and backscatter goodput on each other when sharing
an advertising channel.

Fig. 18. Impact of BLE and backscatter goodput on each other when sharing
a data channel.

devices have established a connection, they will communicate
in 37 data channels in a frequency hopping manner, so the
time to occupy a specific data channel is short. In addition,
the channel occupancy time of the backscatter transmission is
also short. As a consequence, the impact of backscatter com-
munication on data-channel BLE transmissions is not obvious.
RBLE can coexist well with ambient BLE transmissions on
both advertising and data channels.

We add two sets of experiments to evaluate the co-existence
of backscatter and ambient BLE transmissions on the same
advertising channel when increasing the backscatter signal
strength and increasing the packet rate of the ambient BLE
transmission respectively. For the first set of experiments,
we add an amplifier to the excitation device to increase the
backscatter signal strength. As shown in Figure 19(a), if
we turn on the backscatter transmission, the median BLE
goodput drop from 9.5 kbps to 9.25 kbps. The impact is
slightly stronger compared to that in Figure 17(a). Relative
signal strength impacts the ability of these systems to coex-
ist to a certain extent. For the second set of experiments,
we increase the packet rate of the ambient BLE transmission
to 70 packets/s, which is the maximum advertising packet rate
we can set. As shown in Figure 19(b), if we turn on the
ambient BLE transmission, the median backscatter goodput
drops from 16.3 kbps to 15.9 kbps. The ambient BLE’s
impact on backscatter is slightly stronger compared to that
in Figure 17(b). The probability of collision impacts the ability
of these systems to coexist. However, when ambient BLE is
transmitting packets at the maximum rate, the goodput drop
caused by ambient BLE is not severely intolerable.

To summarize the above experimental results, when the
backscatter signal and the ambient BLE share the same
advertising channel, there is no strong mutual interference.

Fig. 19. Impact of BLE and backscatter goodput on each other when
increasing the backscatter signal strength and increasing the packet rate of the
ambient BLE transmission respectively (on the same advertising channel).

Fig. 20. Backscatter goodput and spectrum when using CW excitation.

In addition, both the ambient BLE devices and our backscatter
tags have a channel hopping mechanism, which would further
reduce collision chances. Therefore, our backscatter system
can coexist well with ambient BLE transmissions.

J. Continuous CW Excitation

In addition to the single tone obtained by setting the appli-
cation layer data of commodity BLE, we can also use the test
mode of commodity BLE chips to generate CW signal. Using
CW as excitation, we can freely control the packet generation
rate of the RBLE tag. We experiment to compare these two
types of excitations. For CW excitation, we set the packet
generation rate of the tag to 250 packets/s. For single-tone
excitation, the BLE transmitter transmits BLE advertising
packets at a rate of 70 packets/s which is consistent with
previous experimental settings. The tag’s packet regeneration
rate is limited by the excitation packet rate. We measure
the backscatter goodput of two different types of excitations
at the BLE receiver respectively. Backscatter goodput across
distances in indoor LoS scenario is shown in Figure 20(a).
When the uplink distance is within 10m, the goodput of
CW excitation is always above 46 kbps and the goodput of
single-tone excitation is always below 17 kbps. Compared to
using single-tone excitation, using CW excitation can greatly
increase the packet generation rate and thus improve the
final backscatter goodput. We have already seen that the
goodput varies almost linearly with the excitation packet rate
in Figure 14(c). It can be further inferred that the goodput of
RBLE is limited by the excitation packet rate. As long as the
excitation packet rate is increased, the goodput of RBLE will
also increase.

Figure 20(b) shows the spectrum of the CW excitation and
the backscattered signal. The backscattered signal (generated
BLE signal) is 20 MHz away from the CW excitation.
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The RBLE tag was configured to generate BLE advertising
packets with a frequency shift of 20 MHz away from the
CW excitation. We use a NI PXIe-5663 RF Vector Signal
Analyzer as our spectrum analyzer. Note that the backscatter
signal has harmonic components. These harmonics have a
negative impact on the legacy transmissions on the other
channels and we cannot guarantee that harmonics are not
generated outside of the 2.4 GHz band. However, the negative
impact of harmonics is very small. The energy of the first
harmonic is about 10 dB lower than the energy of the
main signal, and the energy of the higher harmonics will
be lower. We have evaluated the coexistence of the main
backscatter signal and ambient BLE transmission in subsec-
tion V.I and found that RBLE’s main backscatter signal can
coexist well with ambient BLE transmissions. The energy of
the harmonics is much lower than the energy of the main
backscatter signal, so the impact of the harmonics is also
limited. Similar to prior systems, RBLE cannot fully eliminate
backscatter harmonics, which we intend to investigate in the
future.

VI. RELATED WORK

Our work is inspired by recent progress on backscatter sys-
tems. The closely related work and corresponding differences
are discussed as follows.

WiFi Backscatter: Due to ubiquitous WiFi deployment,
researchers have made considerable effort to improve through-
put and ranges of WiFi backscatter systems [1], [26], [34],
[38], [43]–[45]. Reference [43] attempts to piggyback infor-
mation on top of WiFi signals at a packet level and achieves
1 kbps and 2.1 m uplink range. Reference [45] makes use
of full-duplex radios to largely improve the throughput to
1 Mbps at a range of 5 meters. Reference [44] employs
a dedicated CW generator to backscatter 802.11b packets
using 4-5 orders of magnitude lower power than normal
WiFi. Nevertheless, those systems cannot be built fully with
commodity radios. To tackle this challenge, Hitchhike [34]
and FreeRider [26] leverage novel codeword translation to
build commodity WiFi backscatter systems for 802.11b and
802.11n. MOXcatter further provides the design of how to
backscatter spatial stream WiFi [38], and X-Tandem introduces
the first multi-hop backscatter paradigm that enables multiple
tags to transmit sensor data on the same carrier packet [12],
attempting to combine PHY and routing design together;
therefore large-scale and high-throughput backscatter networks
can be made possible. The modulation schemes of the WiFi
backscatter tags [26], [34], [38], [44] are mainly based on
Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulation because 802.11b WiFi
uses DBPSK modulation, while 802.11n WiFi uses QAM
modulation that combines phase and amplitude modulation.

BLE Backscatter: FreeRider also extends codeword trans-
lation to Bluetooth technologies using two-step modulation.
As shown in Section III, it suffers from serious problems
and cannot make robust modulation. Although FreeRider
[26] is the first full BLE backscatter system, it requires
two BLE receivers to decode while we only need one.
FS-backscatter [1] modulates tag data on Bluetooth exciting
signal through amplitude-shift keying (ASK) modulation so

it requires hacking into a specific Bluetooth chip to demod-
ulate the amplitude information. Interscatter [24] enables
WiFi backscatter through reversely-whitened BLE signals.
It proposes reversely-whitening techniques to generate the
BLE single-tone. This inspires us to generate a single-tone
as the carrier for BLE backscatter. Although our single-tone
generation uses reversely-whitening techniques proposed by
Interscatter, Interscatter’s goal is totally different from ours.
Specifically, Interscatter intends to generate WiFi 802.11b
signals using DBPSK modulation while we need to regenerate
BLE signals using BFSK modulation. Interscatter is a cross
protocol backscatter communication system, while RBLE is a
BLE backscatter system that works with an excitation BLE
device and a single BLE receiver. We are also inspired by
[46] that first fine-tunes and applies BFSK modulation to
BLE backscatter. BLE-backscatter [25], an expanded version
of [46], improves the tag implementation by changing the
laboratory instruments including arbitrary waveform generator
to MSP430. BLE-Backscatter [25] requires a specialized CW
generator while we use commodity BLE devices, reducing
the deployment cost of the system. Moreover, the specialized
CW generator solution can completely jam a BLE chan-
nel and has no downlink capability whereas we employ an
envelope detector to identify exciting BLE signals and to
receive commands from excitation BLE devices. As far as the
modulation part is concerned, the changes we made compared
to BLE-backscatter [25] are: changing the carrier genera-
tor from specialized device to commodity BLE device and
conducting BER performance evaluations to find the optimal
modulation index for BLE backscatter. Reference [47] applies
BLE-Backscatter [25] to uplink for wireless neural record-
ing. NeuroDisc BLE-compatible backscatter [48] improves
BLE Backscatter [25] by introducing single sideband (SSB)
backscatter and CPFSK to BLE backscatter. It improves
the spectral efficiency of BLE backscatter, but still shares the
same limitations as BLE backscatter. Neverthess, none of the
above systems had in-depth examined backscatter reliability
issues. Relacks [49] proposes a closed-loop configuration
selection algorithm that uses frequency, antenna, and wake-up
source diversity to deliver reliable transmissions in indoor
environments. Relacks implements frequency reconfiguration
through channel reconfiguration of BLE transceiver and the
tag simply frequency shift by a fixed amount. In this way,
the tag does not need to have the capability of dynamic
channel configuration. System complexity migrates to the
BLE transceiver. Our approach is different. We make full
use of the reconfiguration capability of our configurable
clock generator to allow the tag to perform dynamic chan-
nel reconfiguration. RBLE tag can perform channel hopping
following orders, bearing certain system complexity within its
capabilities.

In summary, inspired by prior work, we build RBLE using
only commodity BLE radios and provide direct frequency
shift modulation, dynamic channel reconfiguration, and adap-
tive encoding techniques to improve backscatter reliability.
Extensive empirically evaluations confirm the effectiveness
of our design and performance gains over state-of-the-art
systems.
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VII. DISCUSSION

Productive and Unproductive Exciting Signals: There are
trade-offs in choosing an unproductive single tone or a produc-
tive data-carrying signal as the carrier. FreeRider requires the
data sequence of exciting signals to decode the tag data. If the
data sequence of the original channel is corrupted, it is difficult
to decode tag data even when the data from the backscattered
channel is error-free. Such productive-data dependency would
significantly impact the BER of the tag data when the quality
of the original channel becomes unstable. In addition, using a
productive signal with bandwidth as a carrier will also degrade
the BER performance of the modulation.

On the other hand, backscattering with productive exciting
signals is a significant step towards exploiting rich ambient
signals because it does not need to control the payload
content of the exciting signal. We are actively looking for
a compromise solution, which can not only use productive
exciting signals but also guarantee the reliability of backscatter
transmission. One way is to properly control the data content
of exciting signals, maintaining a certain amount of productive
data goodput.

Choice of Codeword Scheme: The codeword scheme used
by RBLE is essentially a repetition code with several different
code rates. The error correction capability of the repetition
code is limited. We can adopt more complex codeword
schemes with stronger error correction capability, such as BCH
codes. If we choose BCH codes as the codeword scheme,
we could use different code rates of BCH codes to complete
the adaptive encoding.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed RBLE, a reliable BLE
backscatter system that works with a single commodity
receiver. The main contributions lie in using BLE signals
with partial single tones as excitations for BLE backscatter,
leveraging dynamic channel reconfiguration to bypass inter-
fered channels, and using adaptive encoding to further improve
reliability for challenging low SNR scenarios. Comprehensive
field studies demonstrate significant performance gains over
state-of-the-art systems in terms of BER, goodput and uplink
range. Our future work includes investigation of how to extend
RBLE to work with Bluetooth 5.x environments, parallel
transmission for multiple BLE tags, and interactions with other
protocols, e.g., WiFi and Zigbee.
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